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THE BACKGROUND

People can live close to each other and yet
not be close. Neighborhoods with a
collaborative network share resources and
foster healthy families and individuals.
PROBLEM STATEMENT

How might we create a positive
online space for users to connect
with others in their neighborhood?
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RESEARCH QUESTIONS

What do people with a
great connection to
their neighborhood
have in common?

What platforms, if
any, do people use to
connect currently?
What do they
love/hate about
these platforms?

Is this a product or
service that is
needed?

What needs are being
neglected by the
current products in
the market?

What are the users'
motivations? What do
people value about
connecting with their
neighborhood? What
are the benefits for the
user?
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COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS

Nextdoor

Well-known, private social network for neighborhoods founded in
2008. Homeowners in every state: 275,000 neighborhoods globally.
Nearly 1 in 3 U.S. households.

What they do well

Require a joining code from postcard
mailed to residence.

Opportunities for
Improvement
Users express that the geographic scope
of Nextdoor is too broad. Social events
and safety concerns are for several
surrounding neighborhoods.
Had a bumpy start with racial posts and
scammers so now there are moderators.
Users express frustration with moderators
removing conversations that remained
civil and on topic. Moderators are not prequalified; whoever starts the
neighborhood is chosen automatically.
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COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS

Facebook Groups

Although not specifically for neighborhood connections, this popular
social connection tool is used by many groups including
neighborhoods. Facebook offered the ability to create groups in 2019.

What they do well
Facebook has a huge engaged
global user base.

Offering a way to connect with
groups in an app where so many
users already connect to friends
is a differentiator.

Opportunities for
Improvement
Not yet well known is that in 2021
Facebook created Facebook
Neighborhoods: a section of the
Facebook app dedicated to your
neighborhood; an alternative to
Nextdoor.
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COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS

Neighbors by Ring
Know what is going on within a 5 mile radius of your house in order to be
safe. Do not need to own a Ring Doorbell.

What they do well

Safety alerts, incidents, missing dog
posts, interactive map interface.
This app has a completely different
feel: since it is created by Ring the
focus is on safety: events noted by
members are concerns, not for
socializing.

Opportunities for
Improvement
People that do not own a Ring
doorbell are probably not aware
that you do not need one to use
this app.
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Preliminary Google Survey
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Key Findings from Preliminary Survey

01

Need better filter options for
relevant content and geography

02

Looking for a positive
interface to engage

03

Desire to build
connections
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User Interviews
Ages from

27
67

to

2 Home Renters
4 Home Owners
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Household
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49 average age
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4

Males

Females
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User Interviews
Linda
Long time homeowner, married, pet
parent
Only knows about 20% of neighbors, but
talks to them daily
Uses Facebook Groups for neighborhood
as well as town of residence every day
Main concern is building relationships
with others
Enjoys being able to find
recommendations and see what's
happening around

Kendelle

Young family, new mom, pet parent
Only knows 2% of neighbors, but looking
to know more
Uses Nextdoor, Peanut and Facebook
Groups every few days
Looking for online conversations to
facilitate in person relationships

Dave
Renter
Likes a social neighborhood
Doesn't know a lot of his neighbors
currently
Uses Nextdoor for selling
Doesn't like seeing posts from
outside of his neighborhood

Kim

4 household members, one under 12
Wants to know about kids activities,
social events
Uses Nextdoor but neighbors also
communicates with flyers since not
everyone is on Nextdoor

Monica

Home owner
Likes to have a social neighborhood
Knows a good amount of neighbors
Wants an outlet to make suggestions in
the community
Wants to build more relationships with
those she doesn't already know in the
neighborhood

Anthony
Renter
Prefers privacy over social
neighborhoods
Doesn't know a lot of his neighbors
Finds out about events from posters
only
Wants to see more diversity in his
neighborhood
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Key Findings from Interviews

01

People need a place to go to find out about their neighborhood
and connect with their neighbors. They want specific, relevant,
useful and positive information.

But it's so important knowing your neighbors and their
stories. Even in our community. I have been a resource
for so many of my neighbors and friends.
And I have had people in my life that are resources to
help me out and figure things out better. That's one
thing that has been amazing and I think is important.
-- Linda
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Key Findings from Interviews

02

They want to choose the geographic scope of the neighborhood and who
they want to create deeper connections with.

In Florida, it was a street that dead ended into a big boating
lake and a beach. My kids were young and we were always
outside. It was exceptional in that everyone could trust each
other. We all knew each other and were comfortable enough
even giving keys to our neighbors. Everyone was very friendly,
warm. I guess all our personalities really meshed well. Some
of the people were older, some families had young children
but we all were close.
-- Dave
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Key Findings from Interviews

03

Most people want to know their neighbors casually online but
then want to continue some connections deeper offline.

I mainly use apps to try and meet people and
moms in our areas to meet up. We are trying
to make face to face connections. -- Kendelle
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Next Steps: Design

01

Follow up with secondary survey about Nextdoor usage

02

Consider possible features

03

Begin preliminary wireframe sketches
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Design Sprint

Figjam

Over the course of a few hours, the team worked together to sprint through several
ideas and solutions in order to support the needs observed in interviews.

Solution Sketches

Ideas were then quickly ideated
on in order to think through notes
more fully, which led directly into
wireframes.

Notes & Ideas

Designers individually thought
through potential features and
solutions.

User Flow

Explore situations that potential users
may find themselves in both on and
off-line.
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Figma

Wireframes

Account Creation

Low Fidelity

Mid Fidelity

Higher Fidelity
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Figma

Wireframes

Helping Hand

Low Fidelity
Higher Fidelity

Mid Fidelity
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Figma

Wireframes
Create Post

Higher Fidelity
Mid Fidelity

Low Fidelity
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Figjam

Information Architecture

Interface Name Progression
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Google Docs / Figma

Content Strategy
Focus on what makes us different - our unique selling proposition
Differentiation - not just to have conversations, but facilitate in
person conversations and relationships
Concentrate on giving users options
display name
what information they want to see
who exactly can view them and their activity
Tones: Civil, Helpful, Casual/Conversational, Warm

Our content strategy was informed by our user research.
Neighbors want to connect in a safe, friendly environment.
Our terms and conditions stated the desired tone for
participation and addressed privacy and safety questions.

Form Design

The Account Set Up flow was divided into manageable
sections and provides options for the user to specify their
privacy preferences and geographic scope.
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Adobe

Brand Development
Tagline Exploration
Neighborhood networks
The good vibe neighborhood app
Your friendly neighborhood app
Open the door to community
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Google Jamboard

Mood Board
Typography

Imagery

Design Principles
Color Palette
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Figma

Assets/Design System
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Figma

Sample Screens
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Maze

Testing Plan
Research Goals
See if users can navigate through the prototype to successfully create their
account.
Gather qualitative insights from users: opinions, feedback, and suggestions
on visual appearance, design and MVP app features.

Key Learnings from Using an Online Usability Testing Tool
Using Maze for the first time was enjoyable: building the test with missions
and questions was easy. The reports are awesome, especially the Optimal
Path Analysis report with heat map that showed where users mis-clicked.
Unmoderated testing with an early prototype is hard: we were not there to
assist users with questions about using Maze or what was not clickable in our
early prototype.
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Maze

Testing Results
Key Findings from Testing:
We're moving in the right direction:
features and flows were intuitive
and pleasing to users.
We should make more of the
prototype functional in order to
make the next round of testing
more impactful.

Quotes from Testing:
What are your first impressions
of the app so far?

"Looks great! Really
cool look, great idea,
and easy to use."
"Easy to navigate and
connect with others."
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Next Steps

01

Edit prototype based on testing report data

02

Build out additional features and functionality

03

Complete second round of user testing
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Figma

Final Deliverable

Final Prototype Link
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